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Abstract 
Although there have been a great number of achievements in Natural Language 
Processing, there are still few studies available for languages between a character-based 
language and a word-based language, due to fundamental linguistic differences. This paper 
describes a methodology to build a bilingual Hungarian-Chinese dictionary and classic Chinese-
English dictionary. This project is a sub-project of the Sztaki Dictionary project [5]. This report 
addresses the required Background, Methodology, Results and Evaluation, Conclusion, and some 
future work.  
Key words: sentence-level parallel corpus, automatic bilingual dictionary, PMI, ancient 
language 
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Summary 
In this project, we automatically built a parallel corpus and a bilingual dictionary between 
Classic Chinese and Hungarian. We evaluated and improved a Modern Chinese (Simplified) and 
Hungarian dictionary. 
Chapter 1 describes the background, related work, and some mathematical concept that 
we used to analyze the dictionary. Chapter 2 explains the detailed methodology and techniques 
that we used in this project. Chapter 3 presents our results and evaluations. Chapter 4 concludes 
this project and Chapter 5 discusses the potential future work. Appendix A describes the tools we 
created in this project. Appendix B is a simple user guide for creating one’s own parallel corpus 
and bilingual dictionary in four steps using our methodology. Appendix A describes the 
programs we created in this project. 
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
 Before attempting to go through the whole project, it was necessary and important for us 
to do some research to be more familiar with the topic. In this chapter, we are introducing the 
history of the theory, the basic techniques and the mathematical methods we used to evaluate and 
analyze our dictionary. 
1.1. Bilingual Dictionary 
 Bilingual Dictionary is a specialized dictionary used to translate words or phrases from 
one language to another. Bilingual dictionaries can be either unidirectional (list the meanings of 
words of one language in another) or bidirectional (allowing translation to and from both 
languages).  
Not only does the bilingual dictionary play an important role in Natural Language 
Processing, widely applied in machine translation, but it also helps in many other fields including 
cross-language information retrieval [18] and cross-language plagiarism detection [22]. Early 
researchers used a context-based approach to create automatic bilingual dictionaries [14] 
In this project, we used a context-based approach to create a bilingual Classic Chinese – 
English dictionary. There are two reasons why we created our own Chinese-Hungarian 
dictionary. First, we failed to find available Chinese-Hungarian dictionaries online that have both 
good quality and good coverage. Second, creating automatic bilingual dictionaries is an 
important problem for machine translations between medium-density languages (Chinese) and 
low-density languages (Hungarian).  
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1.2. Modern Chinese and Classic Chinese 
1.2.1 The transition of Chinese 
Chinese is a language that is widely used by a huge population with many varieties which 
has led to lots of other languages.  Tracing from ancient generations thousands of years back, 
both spoken and written Chinese have evolved significantly throughout the 2,500 years of its 
history.  Chinese has different compositions including Hieroglyphics, Semasiographic, and 
Phonograms.  
Classic Chinese can be divided into two forms. One style is called Ancient Chinese. It has 
a written style originated from the spoken language before the Qin Dynasty and it also appears in 
the articles written by later generations. The so-called ancient language that specialists study 
nowadays is actually Ancient Chinese, which is very widely used by many poets and writers 
such as Han Yu, Liu Zongyuan, etc. 
Another style form is called the Ancient Vernacular (白话文), starting from the six 
Dynasties (222-589) that is based upon Northern dialects. However, comparing with the 
language people utilized during the 20
th
 century and later, Ancient Vernacular did not show 
much difference from modern Chinese. Although some ancient words still remain in Modern 
Chinese, we are still able to understand its meanings if we fully understand Ancient Chinese. 
We will study more Ancient Chinese in this project report. Moreover, Ancient Chinese 
varies and appears differently in different Dynasties, thus our project will focus on the works 
before the Qin Dynasty such as The Analects’, ‘Book of Poetry’, and ‘Art of War, etc.  
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1.2.2 The difference between Modern Chinese and Classic (Ancient) Chinese 
There are tremendous differences between Modern Chinese (both simplified Chinese and 
traditional Chinese) and Classic Chinese. Traditional Chinese still keeps most of the written style 
that originally came from Classic Chinese; however, in Modern Chinese, it has been totally 
simplified and reformed.  
 The way words are formed is very different as well. In Classic Chinese, every single non-
functional character has its unique meaning, which is where the meaning of the word originally 
comes from. However in Modern Chinese, a word has only one meaning when characters are put 
together. For instance, in Classic Chinese, ‘妻子’ can be separated into ‘妻’ and ‘子’, which has 
individual meanings as wife and son. Differently, in Modern Chinese, ‘妻子’ only indicates wife 
as a uniformed word. 
Moreover, grammar and phrases have evolved dramatically, which made the transition of 
Chinese significant in history. Plenty of special phrases were used in Ancient Chinese but no 
longer exist in Modern Chinese, so this makes it harder for people in the later generation to 
translate word by word.  Also, some of the Chinese characters shared a similar meaning or 
pronunciation with either the name of the Emperors or other name-related terms, so that earlier 
generations tried to avoid using those words due to the existence of taboo.   
Consequently, the differences between all forms of Chinese show the evolution and 
diversity of this amazing ancient language throughout history. Studying ancient Chinese has a 
historical significance toward human world 
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1.3. Parallel Corpus in Natural Language Processing 
1.3.1 Machine Translation and Parallel Corpus 
 Due to economic globalization and information explosion, almost every corner of the 
world has a great number of people who are not native-speakers. In many scenarios, people tend 
to understand or have to use the language that they do not speak. However, according to Grime 
[9], today’s world is facing the challenge of uneven distribution: several large languages, such as 
English and Chinese, account for 40% of the population; on the contrary, over 5000 small 
languages account for only about 4% of the population. This unbalanced distribution really 
makes people, who speak those small languages, difficult to get information in the languages 
they do not speak. All these factors made machine translation a very active research field in 
natural language processing. 
 A major approach to machine translation researchers are using today is using a parallel 
corpus to develop mathematical models. Parallel corpus is a text placed alongside its translation 
or translations, defined by Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parallel_text) [20]. The 
parallel corpus can be divided into two categories. One is Comparable corpus: the texts are of 
the same kind and cover the same content. An example would be different Wikipedia pages for 
sunglasses in different languages. Although they are not the exact translations, they are still 
talking about the same object. Another one is Translation corpus: the texts in one language 
(Hungarian) are translations of texts in the other language (Chinese) [24]. In the first part of our 
project, we were using huge quantities of translation corpuses, with size of more than one 
gigabyte, to recursively build a dictionary. After getting a dictionary with considerable quality, 
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we tested the dictionary on a Comparable corpus which is all Wikipedia pages downloaded from 
internet.  
 Therefore, the quality of the parallel corpus plays a really important role for the 
mathematical model. To build a high quality dictionary, corpuses with high word coverage and 
accurate alignment are highly required. We use a lot of collecting and processing techniques to 
improve both quality and quantity of the parallel corpus. 
1.3.2 Techniques for Collecting and Processing Parallel Corpus  
 There are two main techniques for collecting parallel corpus: web mining, an automatic 
downloading method, and manual collection.  
 Web mining is a technique of letting people download and extract information from the 
internet. This tool has already helped people save a lot of labor. There are numerous projects 
using this tool. For example, STRAND [23] is one of the earliest parallel corpora created by web 
mining. There are plentiful open resources for parallel corpus: Wikipedia, the most popular and 
largest general reference, and cuyoo.com, a website with parallel Chinese and English.  
 Manual Collection is the most classic way to collect data. Although, with a cost of  a 
great number of human labor, manual collection will provide a better quality and diversity and 
better language coverage. One of the good examples is the Chinese Text Project 
(http://ctext.org/ )[3]. Containing over ten thousand titles and more than one billion characters, 
the Chinese Text Project is one of the largest databases of pre-modern Chinese texts in existence. 
 Meanwhile, there are some open-source projects we could use. One good project we used 
is UM-Corpus [16] and Hunglish [2]. UM-Corpus has both good quality and varieties of content. 
The data included embraces eight different domains: News, Spoken, Laws Thesis, Educational 
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Materials, Science, Subtitles and Microblog. Hunglish is a free, sentence-aligned Hungarian-
English parallel corpus of about 120 million words in 4 million sentence pairs. 
1.3.3 Parallel Corpus between Chinese and Hungarian – Languages with Fundamental 
Linguistic Differences  
One of the most significant challenges we were facing in this project was the linguistic 
differences between Hungarian and Chinese.  
Firstly, which also was the most significant difference, the basic units of composition to 
the two languages are different. In Chinese, every word consists of one or more than one 
characters. Meanwhile, each character has its own multiple meanings. In some situation, the 
meanings of the characters in a word make the meaning of that word. However, in other cases, 
the word has totally different meanings from the meaning of its components. In Hungarian, the 
basic unit of a word is a letter which is in a known set: alphabet. This is the same as most of the 
Western languages, for example: English, German, French, etc.  
Secondly, the grammars of the two languages are different. In Hungarian, again, like 
English, there are different forms for a noun, for instance: egy ember for ‘a person’, and emberek 
for ‘people’. However, there are no plural forms of nouns and no time tenses for a verb in 
Chinese. Chinese tends to rely on context to indicate that something happened in the past, using 
some time words or functional words to present the tense [8]. 
Last but not least, the word segmentation in Chinese is much harder than it is in 
Hungarian. In Hungarian, there is a specific symbol space for word segmentation. However, 
there is no word delimiter between words in written Chinese sentences and the length of each 
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word is very short [15]. In fact, there were even no punctuation marks in Chinese until the 20
th
 
century.  
These major differences in linguistics make the project much harder, compared to build a 
dictionary between two western languages. Apparently, it is important and essential to apply 
different methods to Hungarian and Chinese before processing the alignment, especially when 
doing world-level and sentence-level alignments. Extra methods should also be used for the 
dictionary precision such as stemming. 
1.4 Mathematical Concepts to Analyze Dictionary 
 To build a dictionary and to improve the quality of the dictionary, we used a parallel 
corpus aligned by a previous MQP group [29]. The size of parallel corpus was more than one 
gigabytes, including 8,582,791 Hungarian words and 1,782,380 Chinese characters. Meanwhile, 
the dictionary we built had more than twenty thousand pairs. Thus there was no way we could 
analyze and evaluate the dictionary manually. As a result, we used some numerical analysis 
methods to help us deal with such a great amount of data. It is essential to understand some 
concepts ahead. 
1.4.1 Sparse Matrix  
In numerical analysis, a sparse matrix is a matrix in which most of the elements are zero 
[7]. The fraction of zero elements over the total number of elements in a matrix is called the 
sparsity. Figure 1 is an example of a sparse matrix. Large sparse matrices are usually applied in 
scientific or engineering applications when solving partial differential equations. A huge 
collection of sparse matrix has been done by the University of Florida (2011) [26]. The 
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Collection could be widely used by the numerical linear algebra computations for the 
development and performance evaluation of sparse matrix algorithms. Because performance 
results with artificially generated matrices can be misleading and matrices are curated and made 
publicly available in many formats, the sparse matrix is allowed for robust and repeatable 
experiments. Sparse matrix could also be used in computer graphics applications to perform 
high-intensity numerical simulation on GPU [13]. The usage of a sparse matrix in this project 
will be discussed in section 2.2.1. 
 
Figure 1: Example of a sparse matrix 
 
1.4.2 Conditional Probability 
  Conditional probability measures the probability of an event given that (by assumption, 
presumption, assertion or evidence) another event has occurred [10]. If the event of interest is A 
and the event B is known or assumed to have occurred, ‘the conditional probability of A given 
B’, or ‘the probability of A under the condition B’, is usually written as P(A|B), or sometimes 
PB(A). If P (A|B) = P (A), A and B are considered to be independent. 
 In our project, conditional probability is used in pointwise mutual information (in Section 
1.4.3 and Section 2.2.3) 
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1.4.3 Pointwise mutual information (PMI) 
Pointwise mutual information, also known as point mutual information is a measure of 
association used in information theory and statistics [4][11]. In information theory, mutual 
information is more often defined as holding between random variables. Fano [6] originally 
defined mutual information between particular events X and Y, in our project the appearances of 
two particular words or characters. 
Assuming two randomly distributed variables X and Y are independent, PMI shows the 
discrepancy between the probability of their joint distribution and their individual distributions. 
Mathematically: 
𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌) = log
𝑝(𝑋, 𝑌)
𝑝(𝑋)𝑝(𝑌)
= log
𝑝(𝑋|𝑌)
𝑝(𝑋)
= log
𝑝(𝑌|𝑋)
𝑝(𝑌)
 
In the formula above, 𝑝(𝑋, 𝑌)  means the probability that both X and Y occurs, 𝑝(𝑋) is the 
probability that X occurs; 𝑝(𝑌) is the probability that Y occurs. 𝑝(𝑋|𝑌) means the conditional 
probability that X occurs under the condition that Y already occurred and 𝑝(𝑌|𝑋) means the 
conditional probability that Y occurs under the condition that X already occurred 
 In this project, we used PMI to analyze our sparse matrix. The bigger the PMI is, the 
more likely the word pairs considered to be a pair. This will be discussed further in section 2.2.2 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 
 Our project can be divided into two parts. The first part is the building classic Chinese 
English Dictionary. The second part is evaluating and analyzing the modern Chinese Hungarian 
dictionary built by joining of a published Chinese-English dictionary and an English-Hungarian 
dictionary already built by the SZTAKI Dictionary project [5].   
2.1 Classic Chinese-English Dictionary 
2.1.1 Collecting Parallel Corpus  
The Chinese Text Project [3] maintained a website that recorded large amount of text 
resources related to classic Chinese such as the texts from Confucianism, Mohism, Daoism, 
Legalism and other classic Chinese philosophy. Part of the text resources were translated to 
English in a crowdsourcing manner. The tool that we used to generate classic Chinese to English 
dictionary requires parallel corpus of those two languages. Therefore, we utilized this website 
and downloaded the necessary content. 
The Chinese Text Project provided different web page formats to display the classic 
Chinese texts and their corresponding English translations. For the first format, the texts were 
grouped by paragraphs, and for the second format, the texts were grouped by sentence. The text 
grouping is important because the tool that we used to generate the dictionary, Hundict [30], 
required the input Chinese to English parallel corpus to be aligned by sentences. So we decided 
to download the web pages in the second format. Also, for the second format, each Chinese word 
is marked with a hyperlink to Chinese Text Project’s built-in dictionary. In this way, each 
Chinese word is separated by the hyperlink tag in the web pages’ HTML file. This is also an 
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important characteristic because Hundict distinguishes different words by spaces. Commonly 
Chinese texts are concatenated without spaces. With each Chinese word being separated by a 
hyperlink tag in the HTML file, when parsing the HTML file, we can easily split each word and 
put spaces between them. 
There are automated tools, such as wget (https://www.gnu.org/software/wget/) [27], to 
help people download website content conveniently. The Chinese Text Project contained 
thousands of valuable web pages for dictionary generation. Thus, using such download tools 
would greatly save our time and energy. However, The Chinese Text Project had an efficient 
protection mechanism to prevent users from downloading its website content by such automated 
downloading tools. Therefore, we manually downloaded the content we needed using a common 
browser, instead of utilizing such tools. 
We downloaded 2636 web pages that contain Chinese and English alignment, and 
obtained 342249 pairs of classic Chinese to English sentence translations. 
In addition, despite that the Chinese Text Project prevents people from downloading its 
content by automated download tools; automated download is still achievable by other methods. 
Normally, the Chinese Text Project browser does not reject access requests from a common 
browser; therefore, one can build a mouse macro to automate the download action. We had 
attempted this approach. 
In order to download the web pages with the second format, we need to go to the web 
page with the first format that groups the class Chinese to English translations by paragraphs. At 
the beginning of each paragraph, there were a set of function buttons, and one of the buttons was 
marked with ‘jump to dictionary’ tag. By clicking such buttons, the web pages will be navigated 
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to the web pages with the second format. Also, one can right click such buttons to perform the 
download action to download the proper web pages in HTML or HTM file extensions. 
OpenCV (http://opencv.org/) [19] (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an open 
source computer vision and machine learning software library. Using OpenCV, one can easily 
build tools detecting the position of an object within an image. We utilized OpenCV library and 
built an automated download tool for the Chinese Text Project’s website. 
When the Chinese Text Project’s web page with the first format was open, we can see 
several navigation buttons, each located at the beginning of the paragraph. If we were then to 
manually download the web pages with the second format, we need to right click on those 
buttons and hit the save button on the pop-up menu. Therefore, to construct the automated 
download tool, we first used python to take a snapshot of the screen, and used OpenCV library to 
detect the positions of every buttons. With this position information, we can use the mouse 
macro to automatically move the mouse to each of the positions where the buttons were located 
on the screenshot, then perform the right click, again, using the mouse macro. After the right 
click, we can repeat taking the screenshot and let OpenCV to detect the save button’s position in 
the pop-up menu, and move the mouse to  the position of that save button and perform a left 
click to finish the download of one page. Repeating these steps will download all the content we 
are interested in within the current web page. To achieve the mouse macro, we built a Java server 
that received the position information of where the mouse should be moved to by User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP) [21], and which mouse button should be clicked, and perform those actions. 
The automated download tool was not complete and useful. It can only download the 
contents that are linked by the navigation buttons on the current page. In order to complete the 
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download tool, the tool needs to be able to automatically detect the location of the link for the 
next chapter of the classic Chinese texts. While detecting navigation buttons can be simply 
achieved by calling the built-in method of OpenCV library, recognizing the hyperlinks on a 
screenshot would require more knowledge about OCR [17], which is out of the scope of 
automated dictionary generation.  
2.1.2 Extracting data from webpage 
The web pages that we downloaded were in HTML or HTM format, written by markup 
languages. By examining the source code of such files, we found out the pattern that the data that 
we were interested in was always within a table tag that carries the ‘id’ as attribute and has the 
attribute value ‘translationtable’. Within the table tag, there were classic Chinese texts and 
corresponding English texts; each of them was within a separate table tag. Each Chinese word 
was inside of a separate ‘a’ tag, which was a hyperlink towards the dictionary provided by the 
website. Generally Chinese words are written without a space within a sentence, but in this way, 
the Chinese texts from the Chinese Text Project web page already had words segmented, which 
was an important characteristic as the input of the following procedures. We built python tools, 
mainly utilizing the python library HTMLParser, to detect and extract texts using this pattern, 
and produced a text file with 34140 lines. Within each line, there was a classic Chinese sentence 
on the left and an English sentence on the right. A tab character separated the two sentences.  
The parsing tool that we built cannot completely parse the entire HTML file that we 
downloaded. There were rare cases that the parsing tool could not recognize table tags in the 
HTML file and cases that the Chinese Text Project’s Chinese to English alignments were 
inaccurate or incorrect. Therefore the output of the parsing tool could have certain defects on 
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alignment. For example, some of the lines were missing the tab characters between the Chinese 
and English. To remove those defect lines, we built a script to determine which lines contain 
both Chinese Characters and English characters. The characters that were within the coding 
range from u'\u4e00' to u'\u9fff' should be determined as Chinese characters [28]. After filtering 
out the defect lines, we manually corrected those lines. The reason we did not use an automated 
script to fix those incorrect lines was that there were other unpredictable alignment error types. 
2.1.3 Word-Level segmentation 
Commonly, words in Chinese texts are not separated by spaces as English texts do. To 
preprocess such Chinese texts to split the Chinese words with spaces, we utilized the Stanford 
Word Segmenter (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml) [25]. However, the Stanford 
Word Segmenter is trained on modern Chinese corpus [12]; therefore the result of the Stanford 
Word Segmenter is not accurate when processing classic Chinese texts. 
Because the Chinese Text Project provided us a web page format with each Chinese word 
segmented by the hyperlink tag in the HTML file, the Stanford Word Segmenter is not necessary 
for preprocessing the corpus downloaded from the Chinese Text Project. 
2.1.4 Word-Word Classic Chinese dictionary using Hundict 
Hundict is a tool that takes a list of parallel sentences in two languages and produces a 
dictionary based on the frequency that a particular word occurs with other words in the same line 
of the parallel sentences. Generally, if a Chinese word always comes with another English word 
in the corresponding English sentence, these two words will have a high chance to have the same 
meaning. After applying Hundict to the parallel corpus we obtained, it produced a dictionary 
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with 1064 entries, marked with confidence values. These dictionary entries needed further 
evaluation. 
2.2 Evaluate and Analyze Modern Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary 
In this section, we talk about how we extracted the Chinese-English dictionary from a 
MDB file and joined that with an English-Hungarian dictionary to get a Chinese-Hungarian 
dictionary. Then we discuss the details of the methodology and techniques we used to evaluate 
and improve our bilingual dictionary between modern simplified Chinese and Hungarian. 
 
Figure 2: Methodology Flowchart of spzh-hu dictionary 
Figure 2 above summarizes the methodology used to evaluate and improve our bilingual 
dictionary between modern Chinese (spzh) and Hungarian (hu). In general, we joined a 
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published English-Chinese dictionary with an English-Hungarian dictionary (previously done by 
4lang group) [1] to get a Chinese-Hungarian dictionary. Then we analyzed the dictionary by 
building a sparse matrix and analyzing the Pointwise mutual information.  
2.2.1 Building a Dictionary by joining two dictionaries 
The modern Chinese – Hungarian dictionary we used in this project was built by joining 
a published Chinese-English dictionary and an English-Hungarian dictionary built by the 
SZTAKI Dictionary project [5].  
After obtaining a published Chinese-Hungarian dictionary, which was a MDB file, we 
used some extraction software such as MDB Explore and AccessLook to read and to extract the 
data from MDB files. That software allowed us to extract MDB data to some simpler format, for 
example: txt, sql, xml. After that, we wrote a python program to clean the data to a file zh-
en_dic.txt  with the format we could easily use: English word + ‘ @ ’+ Chinese Word. 
 To join the Chinese-English dictionary and English-Hungarian dictionary, we used the 
join command in linux (man page: http://linux.die.net/man/1/join). To use the join command, the 
two files need to be in a certain order. For each dictionary, we used the sort (man page: 
http://linux.die.net/man/1/sort) command to sort the pairs in alphabetical order according to the 
English word. By joining two dictionaries, we got a dictionary with 2,109,727 candidate pairs. 
2.2.2 Applying a Sparse Matrix  
 We used a sparse matrix to evaluate our dictionary. For each candidate pair (zh1-hu1) in 
the dictionary, we traversed the whole aligned parallel corpus [29] sentence by sentence. In each 
sentence, we recorded how many times both the Chinese word (zh1) and the Hungarian (hu1) 
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appeared; how many times the Chinese word (zh1) appeared but the Hungarian word (hu1) did 
not; how many times the Hungarian word (hu1) appeared but the Chinese word (zh1) did not. 
Therefore, our sparse matrix looks like the following: 
 candidate pair 1 
zh1-hu1 
candidate pair 2 
zh1-hu2 
candidate pair 3 
zh2-hu3 
… 
both  only zh1 only hu1 both only zh1 only hu2 both only zh2 only hu3 … 
s1 3 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 … 
s2 1 0 2 3 11 0 2 3 0 … 
…          … 
Table 1: Sample of our sparse matrix 
2.2.3 Pointwise Mutual Information 
 After we got the sparse matrix, we summed each column to get the total times each word 
appears in the whole parallel corpus. For each candidate pair in the dictionary, we were able to 
build a matrix [see Table 2].  
 
Table 2: Template matrix for each phrase in the dictionary 
nb stands for the number of times both hu and zh appear; 
nh stands for the number of times only hu appears; 
nz stands for the number of times only zh appears 
 
 zh  zh 
hu nb nh 
hu nz  
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Through this matrix, we were able to calculate the PMI of the pair: 
𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑧ℎ, ℎ𝑢) = log
𝑝(𝑧ℎ, ℎ𝑢)
𝑝(𝑧ℎ)𝑝(ℎ𝑢)
= log (
𝑛𝑏
𝑁
𝑛𝑧 + 𝑛𝑏
𝑁 ∗
𝑛ℎ + 𝑛𝑧
𝑁
)
= log (
𝑛𝑏
(𝑛𝑧 + 𝑛𝑏) ∗ (𝑛ℎ + 𝑛𝑏)
∗ 𝑁) 
Here N is the total number of tokens that appeared in the whole parallel corpus, which 
was 8,582,791(number of Hungarian words) + 1,782,380 (number of Chinese characters), 
𝑛𝑧 + 𝑛𝑏is the total number of appearances of the Chinese word; 𝑛ℎ + 𝑛𝑏 is the total number of 
appearances of the Hungarian word. Thus, for the convenience of calculating, both <zh> and <hu> 
in our program were the total number of appearances of either Chinese or Hungarian. Figure 3 is 
the first thirteen lines of the sum of our sparse matrix. Taking our first pair into example, the 
matrix is [see Table 3].  
 
Figure 3: First thirteen lines of the sum of spars matrix 
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 非洲人  非洲人 
afrikai 3 45-3 
afrikai 6-3  
Table 3: An example applying PMI 
𝑃𝑀𝐼(非洲人, afrikai) = log(
3
6 ∗ 45
∗ 10,365,171) = 14.0012952777 
 The PMI of the candidate pair (非洲人, afrikai) is 14, which is considered to be very high. 
Checking with someone who speaks Hungarian, the word ‘afrikai’ means ‘African’; meanwhile, 
‘非洲人’ also means ‘African’. As a result, this candidate pair could be regarded as a correct pair. 
Already having PMI for all twenty thousand candidate pairs, we needed to find out the boundary 
between good candidate pairs and bad pairs. After sorting the pairs in increasing order of PMI 
and checking with professor Huba Bartos, who is a Chinese expert Hungarian, we found out that 
the pairs with a PMI around or greater than 6, with total number around fifteen thousand, had 
very high precision. There were several kinds of ‘bad’ pairs. We will talk about this in Section 
3.2 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
3.1 Result 1: classic Chinese-English dictionary  
The resulting classic Chinese to English dictionary contained 1196 entries. Each entry 
contained a confidence value, a Chinese word and a corresponding English word. 
By manually labeling the incorrect entries, we obtained the precision of the generated 
classic Chinese to English dictionary. There were 508 entries with confidence value of 3.0 and 
above, and the precision for them is 96%. For the 598 entries with confidence value of 2.5, the 
precision is 94%. For the 678 entries with confidence value of 2.0, the precision is 93%. 
 
Figure 4: Distribution of Error in clzh-en dictionary with confidence above 0.2 
 The figure above showed the frequency of incorrect translation in our generated 
dictionary against the confidence value. According to the figure, the incorrect translation mainly 
distributed at low confidence value interval. We cut off the translations that with a confidence 
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value below 0.2, 518 translation entries in total, because the quality of those translations were not 
good enough, and also because the labor work of manually verifying the correctness of 
translations with low confidence value was more intense than those with high confidence value. 
 The first incorrect translation in the dictionary file, after the dictionary’s translation 
entries were sorted by the confidence value, was 成汤 @ complet. As the first translation we 
spotted to be incorrect, this translation had a confidence value of 0.61. First of all, the word 
complet is derived by stemming the word completer. The Chinese word 成汤 is a name. By 
examining the input corpus for Hundict, we found out that in the corpus from the Chinese Text 
Project, the name 成汤 was translated to Tang the completer, therefore the frequency of 成汤 
and Tang pair is equal to the frequency of 成汤 and completer pair, therefore Hundict produced 
incorrect result. Similarly, the translation of 代 @ Three was incorrectly generated by the same 
reason. The Chinese character代 in the corpus was separated from the original word 三代圣王, 
literally means the Great kings or rulers from the three dynasties, referring to the ancient rulers 
named Yao Shun Yu Tang Wen and Wu. The translation given by the corpus was Three 
Dynasties; therefore the frequency of the word three and dynasty were the same, leading the 
incorrect translation to 代. The confidence value for this translation pair was 0.59. However, 
after running Hundict with its ngram option, the resulting dictionary contained the translation of 
三代 @ Three Dynasties, which was perfectly correct, with a high confidence of 0.97.  
The second translation error with high confidence value was 诸@ feudal, which should 
be 诸侯 @ feudal lord. The Hundict sometimes failed to recognize the complete English or 
Chinese phrase, so that it produced misleading translation. 
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 The third translation error was caused by the misleading of related words. For example, 
in a Chinese phrase: rise up at dawn and retire in the night, retire and dawn were related with 
respect to the frequency, so that Hundict produced translation from Chinese word ‘retire’ to 
English word ‘dawn’. 
The incorrect translations that with the confidence value from 0.55 to 0.65, which was the 
first pike in the figure above, were mostly caused by the reason discussed above. 
 In the figure above, the second narrow pike of errors were mainly caused by the third 
translation error.  
For evaluating the recall for our automated generated dictionary, we used two existing 
dictionaries. One dictionary is called ‘basic dictionary’, which only contained 100 basic words 
such as cat, women, and freedom. Those words were important but simple. They could be used 
to define other more complex words. The second existing dictionary was English to modern 
Chinese dictionary from the 4lang project [1]. 
We used the ‘join’ command to select the dictionary entries that present both in the basic 
dictionary and our generated dictionary, and then obtained a recall of 42%. Also, by joining our 
generated dictionary with English to Chinese dictionary from the 4lang project, we obtained a 
recall of 22%. The main reason for the low recall is that the English stemming tool produced 
incomplete English words in our dictionary, such as ‘complet’, ‘Princ’, ‘Someon’. The joining 
method cannot recognize these incomplete words, therefore reduced the calculated recall. 
Therefore, our attempt to evaluate the recall for the dictionary should be considered incomplete 
and future work on fixing the incomplete words is necessary. 
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Figure 5: Distribution of Error in clzh-en dictionary 
For the result of joining our classic Chinese to English dictionary with the 100 words 
basic dictionary, the precision of the translation with confidence above 0.2 is 94%. As showed in 
the figure above, most of the incorrect translation occurred in the section with low confidence, 
and the high confidence translations remained good quality. 
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3.2 Result 2: Modern Chinese – Hungarian Dictionary 
3.2.1 Description of the Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary 
The final Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary was a list of candidate pairs filtered by PMI 
greater than or equal to 6. Each pair contained two parts. In the first part, it stored the different 
expression of one single meaning, with the order of English, Chinese and Hungarian. The second 
part is the result of the sparse matrix and PMI.  Some good examples are below: 
 
Figure 6: Example of candidate pairs in the final dictionary 
 The whole dictionary was sorted in alphabetical order by the English expression of the 
word. If an English word had different meanings, we considered those to be separate pairs 
3.2.2 Distribution of the result: 
 The total distribution of the whole original Chinese - Hungarian Dictionary has more than 
twenty thousand candidate pairs. The distribution of PMI [see Table 4] is below. We randomly 
selected twenty sample pairs from different PMI intervals, checked the precision manually.  
From our manual check, the overall precision was increasing when the PMI increased. 
The precision of sample pairs in interval [2, 4) was 20% (4 out of 20) and the precision of sample 
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pairs in interval [6, 8) was 85% (17 out of 20). The precision of sample pairs with PMI greater 
than 8 were almost all correct. As a result, we considered PMI greater than 6 as good pair, with 
the total amount of 14573 pairs. 
 
PMI Range Number of Pairs Percentage  
< 0 5 0.00024521 
[0, 2) 532 0.02608994 
[2, 4) 3403   0.16688735 
[4, 6) 3536     0.17340984 
[6, 8) 3892     0.19086852 
[8, 10)  3772     0.18498357 
[10, 12) 2504     0.12279927 
[12, 14) 1467     0.07194350 
[14, 16) 802 0.03933108 
[16, 18) 374      0.01834143 
[18,20) 83 0.00407042 
Table 4: PMI distribution 
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Figure 7: Column Chart of PMI Distribution 
3.2.3 Common Errors 
 Here are some common errors we found in the low PMI area: 
 Error I: Wrong pair. This is the main type of bad candidate pairs. The Chinese word and 
the Hungarian word had totally different meanings. Some examples were: ‘gift @ 天分 @ ad’, 
‘silent @ 密 @ csendes. ‘ad’ means give, while ‘天分’, means gift or talent; ‘csendes’ means 
quiet, but ‘密’ means secret or dense. The main reason for these errors was that either our 
Chinese-English dictionary or our English-Hungarian dictionary or both dictionaries had wrong 
entries. 
 Error II: Slang expression. Some words, when used orally, have a totally different 
meaning from their primary meaning. Some examples are: ‘stupid @ 二 @ buta’. The word ‘二’ 
in oral Chinese has a meaning of ‘stupid’ when joking with a friend. In written Chinese there is 
no such usage. Another example is: ‘bird @ 女人 @ madár’. Both the English word ’bird’ and 
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the Hungarian word ‘madár’ primarily mean the vertebrate with two wings. People say ‘a pretty 
bird’ to praise a beautiful woman. However, ‘bird’ does not mean ‘woman’. Although candidate 
pairs in this kind of error were not technically wrong, these pairs were not formal and should be 
removed. 
 Error III: Inconsistent in part of speech. A good example is in figure 6. All these Chinese 
words (11) have the meaning of anger and the Hungarian word ‘bosszant’ also means anger. 
However, ‘bosszant’ is a verb while only 6 out of 11 of Chinese words ( ‘发怒’, ‘愤’, ‘怒’, ‘触
怒’, ‘激怒’ and ‘生气’) are verbs. 3 out of 11 (忿, 怒气, 怒火) are nouns; and the remaining two 
(气愤, 愤怒) are adjectives.  
 
Figure 8:  Example of Inconsistent in Part of Speech Error 
 
 Error IV: Indirect translation. In our dictionary, there was a pair ‘life @ 春 @ energia’. 
The direct meaning of Chinese word ‘春’ is spring. But spring is full of vitality. Chinese always 
use ‘春’ to represent ‘life’. However, ‘life’ could not be replaced by ‘spring’ in application: there 
is no usage such as ‘spring is hard’ to represent the meaning of ‘life is hard’.  
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION 
In this project, we created an automatic machine generated Classic Chinese – English 
Dictionary and a Chinese – Hungarian dictionary. We presented a methodology for extracting 
parallel corpora and dictionaries between character-based languages and word-based languages. 
Our project is an important contribution and improvement to the well-reputed SZTAKI 
Szótár (‘Dictionary’ in Hungarian) project (Sztaki Dictionary) [5]. Currently, SZTAKI Szótár 
collected bilingual dictionaries in 7 languages: English, Hungarian, German, French, Italian, 
Polish, Dutch and Bulgarian. However, all the 7 languages are European word-based languages. 
The introduction of Chinese, a language spoken by about one fifth of the world’s population, 
would significantly increase the diversity and influence of SZTAKI dictionaries. Furthermore, a 
great number of scholars are studying works in Classic Chinese. Implementing Classic Chinese 
dictionary would be an important resource for researchers for understanding ancient Chinese. 
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CHAPTER 5: FUTURE WORK 
For the classic Chinese to English dictionary, since the English stemming tool produces 
incomplete English words, using a better stemming tool could improve the quality of the 
dictionary and fix the error when calculating recall. 
Commonly the Chinese corpus does not use space to separate each word. Therefore word 
segmentation is often necessary before one can apply tools like Hundict on such corpus. As most 
Chinese segmentation tools available are trained with modern Chinese corpus, generally the 
quality of segmenting classic Chinese corpus is not ideal. Since the corpus downloaded from the 
Chinese Text Project already has the word segmentation, it is possible to utilize such this 
segmentation data to implement a classic Chinese segmentation tool. 
There is another possible improvement for the classic Chinese dictionary. In some 
Chinese phrases or expressions, each character in that phrases or expressions are equal, so that 
each character has the same frequency associate with the corresponding English translation. 
Therefore, there are errors that Hundict aligned incorrect character in the phrases or expressions 
with the English word. This type of error can be further studied can be eliminated by filter out 
the translations from those phrase or expression from the dictionary to improve the precision. 
For modern Chinese dictionary, it is necessary to improving and extending the dictionary 
using more parallel corpus.  Moreover, future research should work on building a traditional 
Chinese – Hungarian dictionary which is widely used in Taiwan, Hong Kong.  
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Using the same methodology, we will be able to building more bilingual dictionaries 
involving other character based language such as Japanese – Hungarian dictionary or Hungarian 
– Korean dictionary.  
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